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OBJECTIVE: The aim of this study was to investigate the

presence of CD1a-positive Langerhans cells and their

relationship with E-cadherin in minor salivary gland tu-

mors.

METHODS: Twenty-seven minor salivary gland tumors

were investigated using immunohistochemistry for CD1a

and E-cadherin.

RESULTS: A significant difference regarding the mean

density of CD1a-positive Langerhans cells was observed

between pleomorphic adenomas and malignant tumors

studied (P = 0.001). No CD1a-positive cells were de-

tected in most cases (n = 5) of cystic adenoid carcinomas.

CD1a-positive cells were detected in one mucoepi-

dermoid carcinoma case, and six low-grade polymor-

phous adenocarcinomas cases. Comparison of the mean

density of CD1a-positive cells between the three malig-

nant tumors showed no significant difference (P = 0.127).

No significant difference was observed in the presence of

E-cadherin between tumors (P = 0.73), but it was

detected in 24 cases.

CONCLUSIONS: The lack of CD1a-positive in malignant

salivary gland tumors facilitates the neoplastic develop-

ment and suggests that these cells might be useful as

auxiliary diagnostic and prognostic tool in minor salivary

gland tumors. Furthermore, it is suggested that E-cadh-

erin mediates cell adhesion in these tumors although we

did not demonstrate significance.
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Introduction

Salivary gland tumors are an important group of oral
neoplasms, with those originating from the minor
salivary gland accounting for 9–23% of all salivary
gland tumors (1, 2). Despite their low frequency,
salivary gland tumors present a diverse biological
behavior as a result of their cytoarchitectural complexity
(3, 4). Therefore, various studies have focused on
predicting the course of these tumors (5–7).

Langerhans cells are immature dendritic cells residing
in epithelial tissue that play a fundamental role in the
presentation of tumor antigens to T cells inside lymph
nodes, thereby eliciting an antitumor response (8–11).
Various investigators have demonstrated that tumors
expressing high numbers of Langerhans cells present a
better prognosis (8, 11–14). In this respect, immune
surveillance against neoplastic proliferation is a complex
process that has raised interest on the part of researchers
(15).

E-cadherin is a calcium-dependent glycoprotein
responsible for the adhesion between epithelial cells
whose main function is related to the morphogenesis
and maintenance of the integrity of epithelial tissue (16–
19). Previous studies have shown that the absent or
reduced expression of E-cadherin is associated with the
loss of differentiation, invasion, and metastasis of
epithelial tumors involving different anatomic sites,
including head and neck tumors (20–23). In addition,
E-cadherin mediates the adhesion between Langerhans
cells and keratinocytes (18, 19).

Little is known about the role of Langerhans cells (24,
25) and E-cadherin (20, 26, 27) in minor salivary gland
tumors. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to
investigate the presence of CD1a-positive Langerhans
cells and their relationship with E-cadherin in minor
salivary gland tumors.
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Material and methods

After approval by the Institutional Ethics Committee,
27 patients with minor salivary gland tumors (seven
pleomorphic adenomas; seven adenoid cystic carcino-
mas; seven mucoepidermoid carcinomas; six low-grade
polymorphous adenocarcinomas) were selected from the
archives of the Surgical Pathology Service, School of
Dentistry, Federal University of Bahia, and Department
of Pathology, Aristides Maltez Hospital, Salvador,
Bahia, Brazil. Clinical data obtained from the request
forms of the anatomopathological exams indicated that
21 patients were females and 06 were males, with a mean
age of 51 years.
For morphological analysis, the formalin-fixed and

paraffin-embedded material was cut into 4-lm-thick
sections. After staining with hematoxylin eosin, the
material was reviewed by an experienced pathologist
and classified according to the histological criteria
defined by World Health Organization (WHO) (28).
Immunohistochemistry was performed on paraffin

wax-embedded sections (3-lm thick). The tissue sections
were deparaffinized and rehydrated using routine meth-
ods. For CD1a, heat-induced antigen retrieval was
performed (boiling the sections in EDTA, pH 8.0, for
30 min at 97�C). The same antigen retrieval technique
was used for E-cadherin, but the sections were boiled in
citrate monohydrate solution, pH 6.9. Endogenous
peroxidase activity was blocked by immersion of the
tissue sections in phosphate-buffered saline containing
0.3% hydrogen peroxide. Next, monoclonal antibodies
against CD1a (clone MTB1; Novocastra, Newcastle,
UK; dilution 1:30) and E-cadherin (clone NCH-38;
Dako Cytomation, Glostrup, Denmark; dilution 1:50)
were applied using the EnVisionTM System (Dako
Corporation, Carpinteria, CA, USA). The sections were
incubated with the antibodies for 30 min at room
temperature. The immunohistochemical reactions were
developed with 3¢3-diaminobenzidine (Dako Corpora-
tion) as chromogenic peroxidase substrate, and the
slides were counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin.
Normal glandular tissue adjacent to the tumor, lining
epithelium and one pyogenic granuloma case served as
positive controls. The negative control consisted of
replacement of the primary antibody with an antibody
of the same isotype.
CD1a- and E-cadherin-positive cells were analyzed by

a previously trained observer by light microscopy. The
examiner was blind to the microscopic diagnosis and
previous value of total count.
CD1a-positive cells were counted in up to five

microscopic fields at a final magnification of 200·,
considering cells present inside the stroma and tumor
parenchyma. For this analysis, the slides were examined
with a light microscope coupled to a digital camera
system (AXIOCAM ICC3; 2008, ZEISS, Goetingen,
Germany) using a software (Axio Vision 4.8; ZEISS,
Goetingen, Germany, 2008). The shape of the cells was
also described.
For E-cadherin, cases were assigned to one of the

following criteria: score 0, no staining; score 1, weak

staining; score 2, moderate staining; and score 3, strong
straining). The proportion of staining was defined as the
percentage of labeled cells (0, 0%; 1, 1–25%; 2, 25–75%;
and 3, >75%). Multiplication of intensity (0–3) by
proportion (0 to >75%) resulted in a following score:
when <25% of the cells were labeled or the immuno-
staining intensity was weak, the product of the two
scores was until 3 and expression was classified as
negative. When at least 25% of the cells were labeled
and the immunolabeling intensity was moderate or
strong, the product of the two scores was at least four
and expression was classified as positive.

Differences between groups were tested using the
Kruskal–Wallis, chi-square, and Mann–Whitney tests.
The correlation between CD1a and E-cadherin was
analyzed using Spearman’s correlation coefficient. All
statistical calculations were performed using SPSS 13.0
program (Chicago, IL, USA). A P value <0.05 was
considered to be statistically significant.

Results

CD1a-positive cells were detected in 15 minor salivary
gland tumors studied (Fig. 1). CD1a immunostaining
was highly heterogenous among the different histo-
logical types of tumors and even within the same
histological type (Table 1). For comparative analysis,
well-differentiated glandular tissue was used, which did
not contain CD1a-positive cells, as well as surface
epithelium with marked number of CD1a-positive cells.

In pleomorphic adenomas (n = 7), despite the obser-
vation of one tumor with few CD1a-positive cells, most
cases showed a significant mean density which was
higher than that observed for the other malignant
neoplasms (P = 0.001, Kruskal–Wallis test). There was
a predominance of the dendritic shape. CD1a-positive
cells were detected inside the tumor parenchyma,
around ducts, and amidst myoepithelial cells and close
to blood vessels. Dendritic or round cells were eventu-
ally observed in the peritumor zone, but CD1a-positive
cells were generally absent in the extracellular matrix
(Fig. 1A–C). The presence of inflammation was clearly
visible in areas with a higher concentration of CD1a-
positive cells, but that phenomenon was not common. A
significant difference in the mean density of CD1a-
positive cells was observed between the pleomorphic
adenomas and the group of malignant tumors
(P = 0.000, Mann–Whitney test), especially when com-
pared with mucoepidermoid carcinomas (P = 0.02,
Mann–Whitney test).

In contrast, no CD1a-positive cells were detected in
most cases (n = 5) of adenoid cystic carcinoma (two
cases of the tubular type and three cases of the
cribriform type). When present, these cells showed a
more dendritic shape and were located in cribriform
areas, cords, and more solid cellular nests and, eventu-
ally, in outer most cells of the tubular structures; CD1a-
positive cells were also detected in isolated tumor cells.
Stromal immunostaining was observed in one case
which showed dendritic-shaped CD1a-positive cells
were in areas close to the tumor parenchyma
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(Fig. 1D–F). This case also presented areas of chronic
inflammation and formation of lymphoid follicles.

CD1a-positive cells were detected in one mucoepider-
moid carcinoma. These cells were dendritic and were
located in areas corresponding to the tumor parenchyma
that consisted of intermediate and epidermoid cells
(Fig. 1G), as well as in some glandular ducts close to
areas of chronic inflammation. Calcification and clear
cells were observed in some of the negative cases. All
cases were low-grade mucoepidermoid carcinomas.

CD1a-positive cells were detected in six low-grade
polymorphous adenocarcinomas (Fig. 1H,I). The mean
density of these cells was higher than that observed
in adenoid cystic carcinomas and mucoepidermoid
carcinomas. In addition, despite a predominance of
dendritic-shaped cells, round cells were also observed.
Absence of immunostaining was seen in many fields of
these tumors, although a marked concentration of these
cells could be observed in other fields within the same
tumor. CD1a-positive cells were mainly found inside the
tumor parenchyma, with the observation of staining in

solid nests and cellular cords, as well as in ducts and in
the periductal region. In some cases, round cells
predominated in the stroma and tumor parenchyma.

Comparison of the mean density of CD1a-positive
cells between the three malignant tumors studied
showed no significant difference (P = 0.127, Kruskal–
Wallis test).

Although no significant difference was observed in the
presence of E-cadherin between the groups of tumors
(P = 0.73, chi-square test), this adhesion molecule was
detected in the membrane and cytoplasm of 24 (89%) of
the 27 patients with minor salivary gland tumors studied
(Fig. 2). The intensity of staining ranged from moderate
to strong in most cases, although heterogeneous staining
could be seen within the same tumor. With respect to the
percentage of stained cells, 50% of the tumors presented
more than 50% stained cells, with no significant
difference between groups (P = 0.471, chi-square test).

Immunostaining for E-cadherin was not detected in
all patients with pleomorphic adenoma and, if present,
was restricted to some cellular components of the
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Figure 1 Pleomorphic Adenoma: CD1a-positive cells located in the extracellular matrix close to tumor parenchyma and amidst ovoid to
plasmacytoid cells (A). Solid area composed of plasmacytoid cells displaying accumulation of CD1a-positive dendritic cells (B). Tubulo-trabecular
areas displaying of CD1a-poisitive dendritic cells (C). Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma: Pseudocystic spaces formed by tumor cells and displaying CD1a-
positive cells; note isolated cells expressing CD1a-positive cells (D). CD1a-positive dendritic cells located in the extracellular matrix close to and
within tumor parenchyma (E). Solid area with few CD1a-positive dendritic cells (F). Mucoepidermoid Carcinoma: Small solid structure composed
of epidermoid cells displaying a few CD1a-positive cells (G). Polymorphous Low-Grade Adenocarcinoma: CD1a-positive dendritic cells scattered
in solid growth with tubular formations (H). Tumor cells with isomorphic and bland nuclei expressing CD1a-positive dendritic cells mainly around
small tubular formations (I).

Table 1 Variations in number of CD1a-positive cells in minor salivary gland tumors

Pleomorphic
adenoma

Mean (SD)

Cystic adenoid
carcinoma
Mean (SD)

Mucoepidermoid
carcinoma
Mean (SD)

low-grade polymorphous
adenocarcinomas
Mean (SD)

CD1a-positive cells 17.87 (9.07) 2.48 (4.75) 0.71 (1.88) 2.83 (2.59)
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parenchyma of each tumor. Staining was observed in
luminal and extraluminal cells of ductal structures
(Fig. 2A). Absent or weak staining was detected in
areas corresponding to myoepithelial cells.
In adenoid cystic carcinomas, strong immunostaining

was detected in the more central portion of tumor
islands, but a loss of expression was generally noted
(Fig. 2B). Positive staining was detected in tubular areas
(luminal and extraluminal cells) (Fig. 2C), but not
always were all cells stained. In cribriform areas,
stronger staining was observed at the periphery of some
epithelial blocks, which became weaker with decreasing
distance from the center. Variable staining was also
observed in more solid areas of the tumor and was often
concentrated at the periphery, becoming weaker with
decreasing distance from the center of the tumor.
In mucoepidermoid carcinoma cases, E-cadherin

staining was observed around cystic spaces lined with
epidermoid (Fig. 2D), intermediate (Fig. 2E), and
mucosal cells (Fig. 2F). However, as observed for the
other tumors, the pattern of immunostaining was
heterogenous, with the detection of positive and nega-
tive cells in the same tumor.
Visible heterogeneity in E-cadherin immunostaining

was observed in the low-grade polymorphous adeno-
carcinomas, being observed loss of immunostaining in
more than 50% o the tumor population. Immunostain-
ing was detected around tubules, cords, and even solid

areas as well as in tubulo-trabecular areas (Fig. 2G,H).
In addition, loss or absence of immunostaining could be
observed within the same tumor that showed immuno-
positive cells.

Normal glandular tissue adjacent to the tumor was
strongly stained around glandular ducts, whereas vari-
able staining was observed around glandular acini
(Fig. 2I). Normal oral epithelium, if present, was also
stained.

Comparison of the percentage of E-cadherin-positive
cells between the group of malignant tumors and
pleomorphic adenoma revealed no significant difference
(P = 0.534, chi-square test). There was also no differ-
ence in the intensity of immunostaining between the
tumors studied (P = 0.612, chi-square test). Spearman’s
correlation test showed no significant correlation
between the presence or absence of E-cadherin and the
number of CD1a-positive cells (P = 0.401). A summary
of scores regarding E-cadherin is presented in Table 2.

Discussion

Few studies have investigated CD1a-positive Langer-
hans cells in minor salivary gland tumors (29). The
present study analyzed the presence of these cells and
the expression of E-cadherin, an important adhesion
molecule for tissue integrity and the maintenance of
Langerhans cells, in a series of minor salivary gland

A B C
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Figure 2 Pleomorphic Adenoma: Weak-to-moderate expression of E-cadherin in luminal and extraluminal cells of ductal areas; note absent or
weak staining was detected in areas corresponding to myoepithelial cells (A). Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma: Basaloid and cuboidal cells exhibiting loss
of immunostaining from periphery to the center (B). Tubular pattern exhibiting strong membranous immunostaining (C). Mucoepidermoid
Carcinoma: Cystic spaces lined by intermediate and epidermoid cells showing strong-to-moderate immunostaining of E-cadherin (D). High-power
view showing intermediate cells with membranous and cytoplasmatic immunostaining (E). Papillary cystic growth showing variable
immunostaining of E-cadherin (F). Polymorphous Low-Grade Adenocarcinoma: Tubulo-trabecular areas and small tubular formations showing
strong immunostaining of E-cadherin; note loss of immunostaining in some areas (G). Some tumor cells with isomorphic and bland nuclei are
expressing strong immunostaining for E-cadherin (H). Normal salivary gland with striated ducts and mucous acini showing variable expression of
E-cadherin (I).
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tumors (30, 31). To our knowledge, this is the first study
investigating the simultaneous presence of CD1a-posi-
tive Langerhans cells and E-cadherin in minor salivary
gland tumors.

The present results showed the absence of CD1a-
positive cells in different cases of malignant salivary
gland tumors. If present, immunostaining for these cells
was scarce and heterogenous. This finding might explain
the high rate of recurrence and metastasis of many of
these malignant tumors (32, 33). According to Gabrilo-
vich et al. (34); Oyama et al. (35), the scarcity or absence
of dendritic cells in some tumors might be related to the
lack of recruitment of these cells or their insufficient
development as the result of the action of VEGF
produced by many tumors, which interferes with the
differentiation of dendritic cells by inhibiting the acti-
vation of NF-kß.

A high density of CD1a-positive cells was statistically
significant observed in pleomorphic adenomas com-
pared with the other malignant tumors studied, with the
lowest density being detected in mucoepidermoid carci-
nomas. Despite this, the marked presence of these cells
in pleomorphic adenomas might be useful as auxiliary
diagnostic tool to establish differences between benign
and malignant minor salivary gland tumors, as inhibi-
tion of the expression of CD1a-positive cells is a
mechanism used by malignant tumors to escape the
antitumor immune response (36).

In the tumors studied here, the higher density of
CD1a-positive cells seen in pleomorphic adenomas and
low-grade polymorphous adenocarcinomas compared
with the other malignant tumors may also be attributed
to the degree of tumor differentiation, as these tumors are
more differentiated and present a lower rate of recurrence
and metastasis, respectively (37, 38). On the other hand,
it is possible that the myoepithelial content may influence
the higher density of CD1a-positive cells in both tumors.

Despite the presence of areas of inflammation in a few
cases of pleomorphic adenoma, adenoid cystic

carcinoma and mucoepidermoid carcinoma, it is impor-
tant to state that the majority of tumors studied showed
no inflammation. In addition, the mean density of
CD1a-positive cells was higher in almost all patients
with low-grade polymorphous adenocarcinoma com-
pared with cystic adenoid carcinomas and mucoepider-
moid carcinomas, and inflammation was not observed in
any case of LGPA. Taken together, the depletion of
CD1a-positive cells in minor salivary gland tumors
impairs the host’s immune surveillance and thus favors
the progression of these tumors.

David and Buchner (39) reported a case of pleo-
morphic adenoma of the submandibular gland and
only found Langerhans cells in areas of squamous
metaplasia. In this study, most CD1a-positive cells
were located inside the tumor parenchyma and, when
observed in the extracellular matrix, were present in
the periparenchymal region. According to Al-Shibli
et al. (40), in non-small cell lung cancer, CD1a-positive
cells are more abundant in the stroma of well-differ-
entiated tumors, a finding that might be a direct
response of the interaction of these cells with lympho-
cytes infiltrating the tumor to elicit an antitumor
response. However, the opposite was demonstrated by
Inoshima et al. (41).

In contrast to the results of the present study,
Wischatta et al. (29) found no CD1a-positive cells or
other markers in parotid gland tumors. However,
despite the participation of Langerhans cells in the
antitumor response, some studies have provided such
evidence. Laguens et al. (8) compared the density of S-
100-, CD86-, and CD1a-positive dendritic cells between
tumor-free regional lymph nodes of patients with
malignant epithelial tumors and lymph nodes of patients
without malignancies and observed a reduction in
CD1a- and S-100-positive cells in the former. According
to these authors, this finding may indicate the produc-
tion of immunosuppressive factors that block the
maturation and early apoptosis of dendritic cells. Taube

Table 2 Score of immunostaining and labeled cells of E-cadherin in minor salivary gland tumors

Tumor groups

Immunostaining intensity

Score 0 (n) Score 1 (n) Score 2 (n) Score 3 (n)

Pleomorphic adenoma 0 1 3 3
Adenoid cystic carcinoma 0 1 1 5
Mucoepidermoid carcinoma 1 2 1 3
Low grade polymorphous adenocarcinoma 2 1 2 1

Labelled cells

Score 0 (n) Score 1 (n) Score 2 (n) Score 3 (n)

Pleomorphic adenoma 0 2 3 2
Adenoid cystic carcinoma 0 2 2 3
Mucoepidermoid carcinoma 1 1 3 2
Low grade polymorphous adenocarcinoma 2 1 1 2

Immunostaining intensity vs. Labelled Cells

Negative Cases (n) Positive Cases (n)

Pleomorphic adenoma 1 6
Adenoid cystic carcinoma 2 5
Mucoepidermoid carcinoma 4 3
Low grade polymorphous adenocarcinoma 4 2
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et al. (42) showed a reduced density of S100-positive
Langerhans cells in HIV-positive patients with high-
grade vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia compared with
HIV-negative patients, a fact that may contribute to the
progression of human papilloma virus-related vulvar
lesions. In the study of Eisenthal et al. (43) investigating
the presence of HLA-DR and CD1a-positive dendritic
cells in ovarian cancer biopsy specimens of patients
followed up for a period of 10–37 months, nine patients
had no evidence of disease during this period and nine
patients presented recurrence. The mean number of
dendritic cells was substantially higher in the first group.
La Rocca et al. (10) observed that the higher the
infiltration of CD1a-positive dendritic cells in primary
invasive ductal breast carcinoma, the lower the possi-
bility of lymph node metastases, suggesting that CD1a-
positive cells might be a favorable prognostic marker in
these tumors. Taken together, these results suggest that
dendritic cells might be used as a prognostic marker in
malignant tumors.
In the present study, E-cadherin was detected at a

higher or lower proportion in almost all salivary gland
tumors studied, but no significant difference could be
observed (44). It was therefore not possible to attribute
the lower density or absence of CD1a-positive cells to a
lower expression of E-cadherin. These results are similar
to those reported by Furuse et al. (26) and Econopoulou
et al. (20) who demonstrated the expression of
E-cadherin in all salivary gland tumors studied, but
disagree with the findings of Prabhu et al. (27) who
observed a significant difference in the expression of
E-cadherin between benign and malignant salivary
gland tumors. It is important to state that altered
expression of E-cadherin is associated with a lower
degree of differentiation, acquisition of an invasive
phenotype, and a poor clinical course in many types of
cancer (31). However, the present study failed to
demonstrate such association, although the opposite
has been reported for salivary gland tumors including
adenoid cystic carcinoma (9, 45).
In pleomorphic adenomas, E-cadherin staining was

observed in glandular ducts, whereas no or weak
immunostaining was detected in myoepithelial cells.
Similar findings have been reported by Econopoulou
et al. (20), whereas Furuse et al. (26) also found variable
staining in myoepithelial cells. Similar to the findings of
Prabhu et al. (27), moderate-to-strong immunostaining
was observed in cases of adenoid cystic carcinoma and
mucoepidermoid carcinoma. In cystic adenoid carci-
noma, immunostaining was mainly observed at the
periphery of tumor islands, with a loss of immunostain-
ing in more central areas of the cribriform patterns,
whereas in mucoepidermoid carcinoma, the expression
of E-cadherin was not uniform as also reported by Shieh
et al. (46). Heterogenous immunostaining for E-cadher-
in was observed in low-grade polymorphous adenocar-
cinomas when compared with the other tumors studied,
with a marked loss of E-cadherin expression in small
nests and large islands. Despite this variability in the
expression levels of E-cadherin, Araújo et al. (47)
suggested that reduced levels of E-cadherin and

beta-catenin in invasive areas of carcinoma ex pleomor-
phic adenoma might be associated with cell migration
and not with increased proliferation.

The expression of E-cadherin is markedly reduced in
the presence of migration and maturation of epidermal
Langerhans cells, and low levels of this protein on the
surface of Langerhans cells have been correlated with
reduced cellular adhesion in vitro (30). The present study
was unable to demonstrate the influence of E-cadherin
on the maintenance of CD1a-positive dendritic cells
using this methodology. However, we believe that the
interaction between CD1a-positive dendritic cells and
neoplastic epithelial cells mediated by E-cadherin is
important for the induction of local immunity in minor
salivary gland tumors.

Finally, the lack of CD1a-positive cells in malignant
salivary gland tumors impairs the presentation of tumor
antigens and consequently facilitates neoplastic devel-
opment, a finding indicating that these cells might be
useful as auxiliary diagnostic and prognostic tool in
minor salivary gland tumors. In addition, although we
did not demonstrated significance using E-cadherin,
other adhesion molecules of the E-cadherin complex
should be investigated as it seems that this molecule is
unable to maintain CD1a-positive cells in the glandular
epithelium for a period of time sufficient for these cells
to exert their function. However, the results suggest that
E-cadherin mediates cell adhesion in minor salivary
gland tumors.
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